
 
5 ways using color therapy

can deepen the relationship
with your pet



I know a lot of people believe animals don't see and feel color the way we do. Yes it's true

animals don't see color in the same way we do, they in turn feel the energy of the vibration of

the colors they encounter. Every color has a different vibration it carries. With that vibration

it can amplify and create certain things. Color can be used to not only help us heal it can also

help the  animals in our life heal. Using color therapy with the animals in our life can help with

bringing them comfort and can also address certain behavior issues. I will be highlighting 5

colors you can use to help you and your pet. There are many different ways you can use color

therapy with your pet. From changing the color of their harness, collar, leash, or by adding a

touch of color to these items. You can also get a crystal or stone in that color and put it

 in their favorite  room.  You can also get them a  new bed or blanket in that color. Another

thing you can do is imagine that color surrounding them. Now for the colors. 



Pink which is the color of unconditional love. This can be especially
helpful for a rescue pet or one that has mild separation  anxiety.

The color pink reminds us of the unconditional love that lies within
us all. A good stone to use to incorporate this is Rose

Quartz or you can even bring pink in through a splash of pink in
flowers or other décor.



Purple is the color of leadership and harnessing leadership. The
color purple can be especially helpful with a pet that needs

help with leadership and following your lead. With this you can
use purple with yourself and your pet as a reminder you are in

a leadership and partnership role together. You can carry a
purple stone such as amethyst in your pocket or  you can add
a dash of purple to your pet's collar, harness or leash. You can

even use purple poop bags or a purple litter scoop to 
incorporate the energy of purple into your pet's life.



Green is the color of clear communication. This can be helpful for
a pet with behavior issues, such as an issue with another pet in the
household. A really effective way to incorporate this is to imagine

an open line of communication that is the color green that is
connected to the pets that h ave communication issues with each

other. You can even add things that a re the color green in
common areas, such as plants. You can also add a piece

of green calcite in common areas.



Blue is the color of truth and communicating truth. Using the color
blue can be especially helpful for a rescue pet that had

previously come from an abusive home. This color can be used
to express the truth that they are now safe and secure and

that is their new truth. You can incorporate this color in their
harness, collar, leash, food and water bowl or bedding. You can

also add a splash of blue to things in their day to day 
environment, such as décor.  You can also use blue stones
or crystals such as blue lace agate, kyanite or blue calcite.



Orange is the color of balance. Orange can bring balance to us
and the pets in our life. Using this color can be especially

helpful for a pet that is insecure, lacking balance and feeling
unstable in their life. This color can be especially helpful for

rescue pets to bring them more security. This color can be used
in their harness, collar, leash, food and water bowl and their

bedding. You can also add orange flowers or simply have oranges
in a bowl on your counter. Orange calcite can help amplify this

color and can be used in your pet's favorite area to help embody
the strength of this color for them.



I hope you have enjoyed these tips in using color therapy to help
deepen the connection with you and your pet. I  would love to give

you and your pet one on one support, through the animal
communication sessions I offer. As my mission is to help you
deepen the relationship you have with the pets in your life.
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